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For the Nonmathematical Teacher

The writer is an ex-Latinteacher with thirty years or
teaching experience who %vas attracted to testing by the
fact thud co much nonsense is written and spoken about
education. Ife wanted to find out, at least in his own
classes. what worked and what did not stork by means of
tests of his own constraetionboth essay tests and obec-
tive tests. Since it took him longer than hp cared to spend
to analyze his test results h the precise and elegant
methods favored by statisticians, he gradually learned or
developed short-cuts that yivIded approximately the same
n.sults.

All of these short-cuts have passed two basic tests. First.
they were all applied to :onal data by the writer's son
while he was in tile eighth grade. niaking fi's in arithmetic.
and he had no trouble with the mathematics. Second. they
have all liven discussed with competent statisticians who
winced slightly hut agreed that the methods an. valid for
the purposes for which most teachers will use them. and :is
precise as the data from classroom tests will ordinarily
warrant.

Itemanalysis

Item analysis by a show of hands. One of the chief advan-
tages of published tests over teacher-made tests is that the
former are pretested on a large number of students like

id) those for whom 1'he test is intended. and then the pro-
fessional test-maker gets figures on (a) the success of the

"II group on each item (what percent got it right): (h) the
discriminating power of each item (based on how many

1.4 more high-sCoring than low-scoring students got it right):
and (c) how many high-scoring and low-scoring students
chose each response to each item. the test-maker then
discards items that are too hard. too easy, or non-discrim-

CIhinting, or else touches up items by revising some responses
or substituting others. Usually at least half of the items

CI that are pretested in this way are either discarded or re-
vised, and the final fih.m of the test contains only items0 that are likely to work well.

Teachers cannot pretest items for important tests on the
same group that is to take the final forms of these tests.
for that would show them what questions were going to by
asked, and students would bone up on them. However, if
teachers item-analyze each important test after it i$
they can gradually build up a file of test items that have
worked well in the past or have been revised to eliminate
faults that appeared in earlier forms. This file will both
reduce the work of constructing tests and improve the
,tests. If the file is large (as it very soon will be). students
seldom learn what questions to expect. Examiners report
very little tendency for old items to get "easier" as the
years roll on, "PERMISSION TO REPROOUCE THIS COPY.
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!Wm-innately. flue only way of making an item-analysis
that is explained in the books on tests and measurements
is so laborious and time-consuming that no teacher who
has tried it once is ever likely to try it again. It mosists
of preparing a form and then putting down a tally for
curb student's response to every questionin othe'r words,
copying all answers to all questions. If there are 40 ques
tions in the test and 10 students, that means putting down
ION) tallies. If one is earefol. it also means checking
every tally. since hurtling is easier to misplace than a tally.
It one skips an item, for example. all of the tallies down to
the point of which one discovers the error will reeord the
student's answers to the wnmg questions. Hence there will
lie at least 3.200 operations to perform. not counting the
correction of errors. for each forty-minute test in one class.
It is not surprising. therefore. that item-analysis is almost
lifIvtr applied to teachermade tests. even though it is the
basic operation that all published tests have to undergo
and the basic reason for whatever superiority they possess.

Vet all of this work can he done by a show of hands in
class in so little time that students do not resent it. It adds
greatly to their understanding of the test and is a better
brhas for class discussion of items that gave trouble than
haying students suggest items to discuss. The bright stu-
dents are naturally the first to respond, and they tend to
suggest items that present subtle problems of interpreta-
tion. One may never get to the items that reveal the basic
weaknesses of the class,

For routine tests. the teacher may call out the numbers
of the items one by one. Each student holding a paper that
got that item wrong holds up his hand. The teacher counts
and announces the number of hands that he sees for each
item, and writes that number opposite the item on his own
copy of the test, encircling items that call for discussion. It
goes like this:

"Item . How many of you are holding a paper than got
item I wrong? Hold up your hands. I see three hands. Any-
one else? Let me repeat my question to make sure that you
have this straight. Look at item 1. Is it marked right or
wrong? If it is marked wrong, hold up your hands. I now
see four hands. Larry, what was the trouble? You thought
I meant right? No, that is the other kind of item-analysis:
here I just want to find out which items gave us the most
trouble. Now go on to item 2. Hands? I see two hands. Item
3? No hands. Did nobody get it wrong? Very good. Item 4.
I see fourteen hands; we'll have to discuss that one. Item 5,
zero. Item 6. two."

And so on. Remember that the teacher records, the num-
ber of errors opposite each item on his own copy of the
'test, and encircles questions that enough students missed
to warrant discussion.

For more important tests, the teacher may want the
"high-low" type of item-analysis that will also reveal the
discriminating power of each item, as shown by the fact
that more high-scoring than low-scoring students got it
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right. Professionals rise the top 27% in total scores on the
test as the "high" group, the bnitom 27% as the "low." If
the teacher uses these proportions,he can use the (lent
Analyi;is Table prepared by Chung-Teh Fan in 1952
(available through Office of Information Services. tKcitica-
tional Testing Service, at two dollars per copy) to lop/O'tp
all the item-statistics disciissed in the following-section,

The writer, who has been conducting these item - counts
by a show of hands for years in his own .classes, prefers
using top add bottom halves fur the reason that otherwise';:
the whole middle half of the class has nothitigto do during'
the item-analysis and feels left out and gets into mischief.
One must expect, smaller differences in percent correct than
one would get between the top and bottom 27%, but it is
still quite clear how much of a difference is desirable. It
ought to he at least 1.0% of the class. In a class of 40 stu-
dents; at least four more, students in the top half than in
the bottom half should get. an item right.

This figure was not chosen at random or ,by rule-of-
thumb: Were we must gel just t-a bit technical for a mo-
ment:because part of the fun is the pure swank of knowing
what the experts are talking about,. and knotving that orie
has comparable figures for one's own tests. The index of
discrimination that they use is called the"biserial correla-
tion with total test." It is a decimal that shows to what
extent success on the item is related to success On.the test
as a whole. Putting it another way, it tells the extent to
which people who did:well on the WhOle test 'did better on
this particular item than people who did poorly on the
whole test. The: professionals like to have :their, average
biserial:above,-.4 and are (Mite proitd:Of themselVeS if it hits
.5 or above. They look har,1 at items with bi§eri=lls below

and either touch them up or get rid of -them' unless. they
can prove on other. grounds that the item is good item
that is not closely related:to the rest of the test.

Now, it just happens that, for items in the middle range
of difficulty (that 25% to 75% of the students answered
correctly): the biserial correlation with total: test is ap-
proXimately equal to three timer the higbiloW 'difference,
expressed as a percent of the class, This is true when the
high-low difference is Waged on high -low halves of tie class
not otherwise. If the high-low difference :is four and
this is 10% of the class (of 40 students), the:biserial cor-
relation of this item with the total test wilt. he apPrOxi-
nudely .30. If it is six, or 15% of the class, tilebiserial will
be approximately .45. This approximation does not get
seriously wrong until one reaches .items', that more than
80%. or fewer than 20% of the class answered correetly.
For these extremely easy or extremely diffieult'iteins,,Eit.is
usually a serious anderestirnate:of the true hiserial.::Ope
consolation is that, while such itemS-May he. highly, dis-
criminating, they discriminate for a very small fraction. of
the group. Still, one occasionally wants a very easy or a
very hard item. In such cases ahigh-low difference of even
5% of the class may be quite acceptable, and certainly
anything higher is hard to get, hitt the difference between
high-loW babies is not a good index at these' extremes.

Do not, fear that you will have to compute these percents
for every item. When you begin each item-analysis, divide
the, number of students, who are present by 10 and round
to 111 nearest whole number. If 38 are Present, the mini
mum acceptable high-low difference will' be 4; If an item
exceeds this number, its discrimination is satisfactory; if
not, you will, have to look at it to see whether anything is
wrong. .
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After you or the students have finished scoring the te..t.
arrange the:papers indescending order; or total scores and
count down,: to the middle score. Suppose this score is p , o'
and five students made it,' All papers above this score
ohvionsly ge into the high group; those below go into the
low. But what about. the five middle papers? Pot them at
random into the high and low piles until the timber. in
each pile are equal: If_ you have an odd number of stuck its,
hold nut one middle paper and clo not came it in t he item.:
analysis. The student who does riot get a paper will be! the
score keeper and will write the figures for each item orl the
blackboard; otherwise the teacher will do it..

NoW it is necessary to have a clear separation between
the "highs" and the "lows" in the classroom. To avoid
shifting the students, those:on. the right may get thelhigh
papers, those on the left: the low; or those in front, may
gel' the highs, those in hack. the lows. The teacher aMioints
a counter for each groupAd call out'ti,o. number of ands
raised in his part of the/room for each item. :

The four figures obtained for each item may be labeled
rue lefined as follows:

.1:1= the number of highs who got. the item right '''
L= t.,he' ii timber of; lows who got the item right

Ii-+T.,7-:"SUCCESS!', (the total number who got the item
right) ,' - : I

1:1-1="DISCRIMINATION" or "the high-low diqreacc"
. (how many more highs than lows got the iten?. right)

The teacher calls out the numbers of the items Hip by
one: e.g., "Item I." 'EVeryone whose' paper got that item
right, holds up hiS hand. The counter for the highs 4alls out
the number of upraised hands in his section: 6.g.1 "Four:
teen." Then the counter for the lows calls out theintiMber
of upraised hands in his section: e.g., `Tight." The score7
keeper, be he 'teacher or student, imMediatelY adds LI-16Se
two fignies and calls'orit the total: e.g., "Twenty-twO." He
then subtracts the lows from the highs (in his 144) and
calls out thediffeience: e.g., "Six." EverYone copies these
four figures at the bottbra of item 1 On the copy (4 the test
that he is holding: 14 8 :22 6. There is no need to' label
thein, sinew this is a standard sequence,' and before long
everYOnd:Will knoW, what it. Means. The rhythm of the
Operatiori is apProxiMately as follows: Item lit I-lands.
Pause for counting. 14.& 22. 6. Item 2. . .. It the teacher
or a student wants to Call for:any:Of these figures again,
the proper short form of the question is, "What was the
high? the110w? theitOtal?:the difference ? ". : ; I

After iilii.'je practice, the complete item analysis for a
one-period test will ink:0 IieivveenjAeil: and twent: minutes,
depending on the number of items. ':It, would take -:t6.:
teacher at least LWO litiors to do it at hone, and.; he would
make far more mistakes than will be made in class,. where
every alert student will be only too happy; to pounce on
any mistake in counting, adding, or subtracting! Teachers
in the writer's measurement classes have condOcted, such
item-analyses as far doWn as 'the fourth grade[arid: have
reported that the students had no trouble under§tanding
the procedure or carrying it out. At the other end ofjhe

scale, even students in graduate courses .do not `resent 'it.
It gives them visual, auditory, and tactile dues

them
the suc-

cess of the class, on each item, and it shoWs thern granh-
iCally.and convincingly 'which items separatedi the sheep ,,,,



from the gohts. Tlqw get personally involved in finding 'Ma
how well the class did on the test, and why they went
wrong on the items that gave trouble. By contrast, if the
leacher does all the work for them at home and bands
them the results of his analysis on a platter, no one will
understand and no one will be interested. They have to gel
into the act if the analysis of a test is to he a movingancl
enlightening experience.

Standards for test items: sureess. It is a common belief
that Most tests should startWith very easy items. gradually
get harder. and end with every hard items. if this sequence
is hard to arrange, at least the test should cover a wide
range of item-diffieulties. While many professionals share
this view. it is worth knowing that practically every serious
investigation of this pmblem since 1932 has come up with
the opposite conclusion: that precision of measurement is
polies( all of the items in a test are about equally
difficult for the i.roup tested; that maximum reliability and
dispersion of scores will be attained if every item in the
usual sort of multiple-choice test is ni,;wered correctly by
somewhere between 60% and 70% of the students tested,
We do not want to insist ho this point; since the-advantage
of a narrow range of item-difficulties is very small in rela-
tion to other sources ofyalidity and reliability, and since it
is usually almost impossible to achieve a narrow range of
item-difficulties. Still, teachers should know that if they
sweat hard in order to achieve a nice progression from
easy .to difficult, their effort has probably been wasted, and,,
its most probable effect will be precisely the contrary of
what they expect. They expect it to yield a wider spread
of scores. What it actually yields is a narrower spread of
scores than if all the items were of approximately equal-
difficulty. Hence items that.more than 90% got right should
be questioned as toe easy, and items that fewer than 30%
got right as too hard for inclusion in a test. Questioned,
mind you, not rejectedfor they may he justified on other
grounds.

Standards for test. items: discrimination. It 'has already
been indicated that the minimum acceptable high-low differ-
ence by professional standards is 10% of the class, and why
this is so, except in very easy and very hard items. The
"standard error" of this sort of high-low difference, how-
ever, is so [large that at least a fifth of the items that turn
out to be quite discriminating after repeated use may fall
below this stlaridard in any one administration of the test
by pure chance. Hence we should be wary of rejecting an
item if it falls below the suggested minimum the first time
it is tried' if, after due consideration, we can find nothing
wrong with the item. It is quite strict enough to say that
not more than a fifth of the items in the final test should
fall below this standard, and the average high-low differ
ence should be above 1.0% of the elass--prefe-rably 15%
or above. High discrimination spreads out the scores as
widely as possible and hence increases the reliability of the
test.

A teacher who uses this method of item-analysis will soon
find out that high -low differences for some of his items will
be zero or negative: that is, the same numher Of students in
the top arid 'bottom halves may get them. right, or more
low-scoring than high - scoring studept.s.may pick the keyed
answer. One of the chief uses of item- analysis is to direct
attention to such items. While this sort of thing can happen
by pure chance,. a closer .1.06k...At the item will .often reveal
why the better students. shied away from..fhe intended

answer. One can touch up the ambiguity or inaccuracy and
thereby save not only the m hut the resentment of future
students who would he bright enough to detect the error.

All diseriminntion figures loU wonderful toward tho end
()I a test that only the high- scoring students were able to
f nisi. For example, it may appear that almost all of the
high-scoring students and none of the low-scoring students
answered the last item correctlywhich would be ideal if
it were not spurious. All the low-scoring ,Students might
have known the answer but simply did not reach the item.
After a fifth of the students have dropped out, item-analysis
figures arc so misleading that it is well not to continue
the analysis beyond this point.

Second stage of item-analysis. There may he a few items
in a test that turned out to be too easy, too hard, or did
not discriminate satisfactorily for no apparent reason, and
class discussion does not reveal anything wrong with them.
If there is time. these may be subjected to a second stage
of itenvomalysis, which is too laborious and time-consuming
to apply to more than a few items. For these fel:, items, one
asks how many in the high group, and then how many .in
the low group (a) omitted the item. and (b) chose each
response. Results like the following may indicate what is
wrong:

Responses

Omit 1 2 3_
High 0 11 9 0

Low 0 14 4 2

4

0

5

o

0

The right answer, response 1, is indicated by a line between
the highs and lows who chose it. Three more lows than
highs chose it; hence its index of discrimination is -3.
Why? The figures for response 2 suggest an answer. This
response was too attractive to the high-scoring students.
:Perhaps they thought response 1 was too obvious; they
suspected a trap; then they figured out some interpretation
of response '2 that they could defend 'as the right answer.
If so, discussion should reveal what interpretation they gave
to response 2, and it can be revised in a way that does not
permit the interpretation: At the same time, responses 4 and
5 might be made a shade more plausible, but still definitely
wrong, because in their present form they were wasted;
nobody chose them. incidentally, item-analysis has prob-
ably been a factor in reducing the five-choice item, which.
was standard a generation ago, to the four-choice item
which is more popular today except a few item-types
(such as spelling) in which the fifth response is usually
"none of these." Item-writers were not very successful in
framing five responses that were all sufficiently plausible
to "draw blood."

The Standard Error

The standard error of a test score. Since we have already
introduced the concept of "standard error" in connection
with high-low differences, this may be 'a good time to
extend the concepts to test scores. The first thing to be
said about it is that the standard error is not computed
in the same way in these two cases and is not of anything
like the same' magnitude. If you look in the index of a text-
book of elementary statistics, you will find at least fifteen



different kin Is of standar-A errors: of scores, averages.
differences, e irrelat ions. proportions, etc. 'flue; are all corn-
pitted differ' ntly and yield figures of different orders of
rnagnillale. The standard error of an average. for example.
is usually flitch smaller than the standard error of a single
score. while the standard error of Ihe 4-Wien-lice between
the two scar -s is larger than the standard error of either
score. They 'ill have this husk indiming in common, how.
ever. Suppose you repeated a certain measurement opera-
tion a hundred times and kept averaging the results until
no further repetitions would change that average one iota.
You may think of that final average as the "true" measure.
no matter wr ether it is a score on spelling, the average of
it Mass. the uffertine between two classes. the correlation
between spy ling and verbal intelligence, (Jr whatnot. You
might then mark off the points that would enclose the
middle ikvothirds of the figures you got On the various
trials on your way to that final average. You would call
those point. one standard error above the true measure
and one sin idard error below it, You might (hen go on to
murk the p )flits that would enclose the middle 95% of all
the figures you got on the various trials. You would call
these point two standard errors above the true measure
and two st indard errors below. There would still be
of extreme y deviant figures beyond these two points, but
the limits c f two standard errors would enclose most of .t.lt!
figures (hal you would get.

The trot hie with applying this concept to testing is that.
we are ne,er sure what the "true" measure is. since we do
not have t me in schools to measure the same attribute a
hundred t riles. and if we did. we would change it beyond
retignitiot But statistical theory permits us to compute
the stand, rd error of most measurement operations On the
first trial. nd then wt,ccan say that the chances are two out
of three t lat the obtained figur6s lies within one standard
error of tf e true figure, and 95 out of 100 that it lies within
two stand crd errors.

The ne.t thing to he said about, the standard error is
that it is not the same as the "probable error" that was
popular 1- generation ago, but it is based on the same idea

. of the li
chance,
The chit
used is

nits within which measures may vary by pure
net either figure may be translated into the other.

reason why the "probable error" is no longer
hat there is no way to compute it directly: one

first has to compute the standard error and then take
-approxiMately two-tliirds of it to get the probable error.
The on14, point iii doing so was that the early statisticians
thought it would be easier for the hayseeds to grasp the

thyd the chances were fifty-fift- that the obtained
figure vould lie within one "probable error" of the true
figure. 'other than that the chances were two to one that
it woun lie within one "standard error." On mature reflec-
Lion. hcfewever, it seemed that the first idea was not really
any eterier to grasp than the second, and it was rather silly
to keel on performing an extra operation every time one
compu ed an error of measurement just to make the figure
more ppealing to -the laity. The name "probable error"
unden ably had more popular appeal, but the appeal was
spuric us on two counts. First, this kind of "error" is not
"prop tole "; it is certain. Second, it gave the idea that some-
one n ay have made that much of a mistake in faking the
meas re. If any such mistakes are made, they are not in-
clude I within this type of "error." IL must be understood
in it, root sense of "variation." It assumes that all the
meas res have been taken and recorded accurately; even
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so, you are not gi -ng to gel the same figure twice except
by hick. The "error" indicates within what limits 1he oh-
tinned figures are likely to vary by pure chance.

Not all kinds of chance, however. If a teacher gels angry
at the students who were absent during a crucial examina-
tion and sees to it that the make-up test. is harder and
marked more !:0V01'01\". Choir scores will dip in a way that
cnuld not he predicted mathematically. Jfistaitais in writing
items. scoring, or marking unintended attsivers and external
eirramstunci:s that may affect scores. such as sickness,
noise, interruptions, bit sticky days. etc.. are also beyond
the pale of the standard error. `rhe only kind of variation
in scores that is standard and therefore mensurablu is
"sampling error." Suppose you want to find out how well
your students can spell. There arc al least Ii00.000 English
words Ihal you might ask them to spell, but let its suppose
that there are only 111.000 that they would ordinarily be
asked 10 spell by the end of grade If If You select 100 of
these words (.01111)100'1y at random and get an accurate
?WON. ()11 the ?mintier they were'able to spell. the score will
give von an estimate of the percentage of the 10.000 words
that (hey are prebtibl,, able to spell. But if you take another
1(10 winds from the same pool of words completely at ran,-

. doms you know that very few students will get exactly
the same score as on the first 100. This variation, due to
the sample that happens to be chosen, is what the standard
error means.

The variation will be much larger if two -different
leachers independently try to find out how well the same
class appreciates HantIct. Here the number of valid ques-
tions that they might ask is theoretically infinite, but each
has time to ask only 40 questions. If we can regard each
set of questions as a random sample drawn from an infinite
pool of items testing the same ability, the variation in
scores from one such sample to another is the sort of thing
that is measured by the standard error, In practice, time
varitition will be much greater, since the teacher's bias will
affect his selection of questions: one may be a bear on
character -development, the other on figures of speech. They
are not measuring the, same attribute at all, even though
both call it '.'appreciation of am/et,"

For these reasons. the standard err°, iccoants for only a
small part of the variation in scores that. may he expected
in practice. but it is quite large enough lo make its want to
get, several independent scores befor-a we :make up our
minds as to the degree of success of our students in attain-
ing the objectives of the course. The standard error lulls
within what, limits scores may he expected to vary by pure
chance in the selection of items. If we add to that our own
bias in the select inn of items. the stupid mistakes we make
in writing the items and in scoring them, and etternal
circumstances that may 'affect the ability of the students to
answer the questions, it is obvious that the variations we
may expect between two independent measures of an
ability that we refer to by a single name may he quite
large. It is not so large. however. that we should despair of
ever being able to find out which of our students have been
more successful than others in attaining the objectives of
the course. Since we usually have them for a full year. we
need never rely on a single measure hut: can give them a
long series of measures. Any one measure is like any one
baseball game, in which the team that is in the cellar may
clobber the team at the top. But over the whole season. the
team that is really superior will rise to the top, and the
team that is really inferior will fall to the bottom.



Estimated Standard Errors of Test Scores:

SI Still II -1.tNirAlti. LS. (1'1115, livgarIl.,t.t 11.101 of ttst,
the standard error i:

t1 114.11 Op, ztt-tt Ile pectet I;

I «1.n 1 or '2 pulnt, front ti a (root 10)'7; t

2 tt ht.ti 3 II) 7 point, urea (I 0: tilt ItHrt ;
3 then Ii to 15 Fits front ll lir from low;.

This table may he interpreted as follows: in au objective
test of 50 items. two .~cores out of three will lie within 4
raw-score points (one standard error) of the "true score"
these stintents would attain if you eonlinued testing with
repeated random samples from the universe of items testing
the same ability, and 95% of the scores will lie within 8
raw-score points (two standard errors) of "true scores."
The relatively few scores at the r.,'remes will have slightly
smaller standard errors. as indicated under "Exceptions.'
hut, there are usually not enough a these to justify sepa-
rate treatment.

If your local Director of Research casts aspersions on
this table, ask him to read two articles by Frederic M.
Lord. ''Do Tests of the' Same Length Have the Same
Standard Errors of Measurement?" and "TeSts of the Same
Length Do Have the Same Standard Error of Measure-
ment" in Educational and Psychological Measurement.
XVII. 4 (Winter, 1957): 510-521 and XIX. 2 (Summer.
1959): 233-239.

When are two test scores "really" different? Cooperative
Tests and Services. Educational Testiog Service, has be
the first major test publisher to enforce attention to di
standard error of test scores by reporting scores on its net
SCAT and STEP tests as bands rather than as .points
Each "hand" extends from one- standard error below th
obtained score to one standard error above. and it is ex
plained that the chances are two out of three that th..
"true" score lies somewhere within this band. Teachers ar
urged not to regard two scores as "really" different unless
the two bands do not overlap: i.e., unless the two scores a e
at least two standard errors apart.

While this is a great improvement over previous practice
in interpreting difTereeces between scores, a teacher wl o
has managed to read, this far without losing his grip :nay
want to carry this line of thinking a step further in ord-o.
to get hold of the concept of "thc standard error of a difh r-
ence." It was indicated in passing on page 4 that the star d-
anl error of a difference between two scores is larger th n
the standard error of either score. Think of the differedce
as a rope tied between two stakes, which are the ,.wo scot es.
Since there is wobble in both. stakes, there is bound to be
mere ,, bble in the rope than there is in either stake.

To get the standard error of the difference between AVO

scores,-square the standard error of each score, add the 15,0
squares, and take the square root. For example, it vas
shown above that the standard error of a tes r, of 2, -47
items is 3 (rounded to the nearest whole number). TI ree
squared is nine. the square of the standard error of ach
score. Nine pins nine is eighteen, the sum of the squar .s of
the standard errors of two such scores. The square rot t of
18 is approximately 41/1. This is the standard error o the
difference between the two scores. You can see at once that
it is appreciably larger than the standard error of e ther
score, which is 3.

Now, if you want to he 95(!;, sure that the two scores .
represent a true difference in ability, the difference between
them ought to he twice the standard error of the difference.
not. twice the standard error of either score. In other
words, the two scores 'should he at. least 81/2 points apart.
not just 6 points apart as the Cooperative Test recommen-
dation implies. The Cooperative people are well aware of
this point but do not use it in reporting scores because
(1) it would be too complicated for. teachers to.square, add,
and Lake a square root. before comparim, any two scores;
(21 if two hands do riot overlap. they usually do not touch,
art I the distance between them is likely to reach statistical
"significance": (3) even when they do touch. the difference
between the two scores is "significant" at about the 15%
level. which is good enough for most classroom purposes.

Levels of significance. When people report "findings"
rather than "opinions," it is common practice for them to
tag each ''finding" as

'1 (significant at the level):
*(significant at the 5% level);

NS (not signifiCant).
The last is professional shorthand for "not significant

even at the 5% level." Thus, the difference between two
Cooperative Test scores whose bands touched but did not
overlap would be reported aS "not, significant"because it
is significant only at the 15% leyel. That is, out of every
100 differences of exactly thiS size, 15 might be due to pure
chance in the selection of items for the test. In any one of
these cases, there is no way to tell whether the difference
was "real." One can only report. after computing the
"wobble" in the measure, that there are 15 chances in a
hundred that it might have been a fluke. That is commonly
regarded as "not significant."

Tt is obvious from this that a statistician is a man who, if
he remains true to his prinkiples, would never bet on horse-

-races. He is willing to say that a diffeience is "real" (i.e.,
not a chance difference) only if there are less than five
chances' in a hundred that the obtained difference could
have come about by accident of sampling. Even this IS con-.
sidered rather a grave risk, and he is really happy only
when there is less than one chalice in a hundred that the
difference was a fluke. Since he also has a knack for invent-
ing names that mean the opposite of .what the layman
would think lie meant, he calls these two points "the 5%
level" and "the 1% level." These sound as though the sec-
ond was less significant than the first, but the opposite is
true. The first means that there are less than five chances
in a hundred that the difference is a fluke: the seeorartbat
there is less than one chance in a hundred. Although
would shudder at, the loose language, surely we are justified
as laymen in thinking of the first as "95% sure" and the
second as "99% sure" that the difference is "real." We
ought, however. to be sure-footed in our definitions of these
looser terms. "Real," for example. hereoneans only "non-
chance." It does not necessarily mean "true," for if an
experiment was set up bY a very biased person.- it might
yield results that were the opposite of the truth (as it ulti-
mately emerges from the consensus of later investigators).
It would still be proper to say thatt,he results obtained by
the first investigator did not arise by chanceby accident,
of sampling. They arose from bias.

Since bias, stupidity, and carelessness seem far more
likely to the layman to vitiate the results of experiments
than pure chance, he wonders whether it is worth while-to
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discount the effect. of chance alone. The answer seems to
be that it is worth while, chiefly because almost all educa-
tional measurements contain so large an element of pure
chance that many score differences can be attributed 1:0

accidents of sampling. The critic can go on to consider
whether the remaining differences are true and important.,
or simply the logical result of the stupid and biased way ,n
which the experiment was conducted.

But how does one establish these two levels of "signifi-
cance"? First, a difference is significant at the 5% level if
the difference is twice as large as its own standard error
(not. the standard error of the two scores, but the standard
error of the. difference). It is significant at the 1% level if
the difference is 2.6 times as large as .its own standard
error. You divide the difference by its own standard error,
and if the quotient is between 2 and 2,6, you are in the
clear; if it is 2.6 or more, you are on velvetor, as the
statistician would say, "not in the chance domain." There
is. of course. no reason to set any particular limit as the
boundary between reality and chance, but the 5% and 1%
levels of significance are most commonly reported for the
sake of simplicity. There are many other "tests of signifi-
cance," but this one is probably the most widely used in
educational research, and sufficiently representative to give
you the basic idea.

Philosophic digression. Since it is as hard for the writer as
for an equally non-mathematical reader to keep his mind
on the mathematics of the testing situation, perhaps we
both may be forgiven for pausing a moment to cackle over
the rather odd definition of reality that has come to be
accepted as a rule of the game by people who are searching
for reality in the supremely important area of the growth
of the mind. Such people may be visualized as primitive
parents who are standing the minds of their children up
against the back door and measuring the aspects of those
minds that they know how to measure' at all with a foot
rule- that stretches or contracts every time it is used. All
that they feel safe in saying-about their measures is that
two-thirds of the time they come within an inch of the true
figure, but five percent of the time they are more than two
inches off. Therefore, before they say that the mind of
Susie has grown -up more than the mind of Joe toward such
a goal as the appreciation of Hamlet, they .ask that the'.
difference between them be at least twiee.the amount that
the-ruler will stretch (or contract) in measuring such dif-
ferences, and preferably 2.6 times that amount. Since the
standard error of any one measurement with this ruler is
one inch, its standard error in measuring a difference will
hehow much?

Square the standard error of Susie's measurement 12-1.
Square the standard error of Joe's measurement. 12l.
Add the two squares. 2
Take the square root. 1.4

Thus the standard error of our ruler in measuring a
difjerence is 1.4 inches. (If you do not know how to extract
square roots, any math teacher can give you a table of
squares and square roots of numbers between 1. and 1,000.)
Then, by the rules of the Ancient and Honorable Order of
Measures, we are allowed to certify that Susie is bigger
than Joe in appreciating Hamlet only if she is at least 2.8
inches bigger on our fallible foot-rule (twice the standard
error of our instrument in measuring differenceS). If other
members of the tribe want to know how certain that verdict

.6

is. we can tell them that, if there were no true difference.-
an apparent difference as large as this would turn up less
than five times in a hundred measurements of the same
kind. If they have an immense prize of a ton of gold for
the best appreciator. of Hamlet (surely a wise investment
fur any community) and want to be surer than that, we can
insist. that Susie be at least 3.6 inches bigger on this wobbly
instrument (2.6 time the standard error of the instrument
in measuring differences). Then we ern certify that the
chanc,. re less than one in a hundred that we would get
a differece as large as this if there were no true difference,

.Obviously there will be a great clamor among the more
ignorant members of the tribe that this is no way to go
about it; the thing to do is to buy a steel foot-rule that will
not stretch or squeeze on every measurement and that will
yield absolutely exact results. Alas, there are no such in-
struments for measuring the growth of the mind, and we
have to put up with those we have. Of course, there will be
members of the tribe who will insist that they can ask Susie
and Joe five questions about: Hamlet and tell you for sure
which one appreciates it. best, but such People.Will he found
to differ far more widely in their verdicts than will the
measu rers.

"All exact. science," says Bertrand Russell in The Scien-
tific Outlook, "is dominated by the idea of approximation.
When n man tells you that he knows the exact truth about
anything, you arP'safe in inferring that he is an inexact
man."

Most. of philosophy, as well, has been concerned in one
way or another with the problem of distinguishing appear-
ance from reality. Like the poor educator who gets fed up
with the vast amount of nonsense that is talked and written
about.education, and who turns to testing.to find something
that is real as a basis for his deductions, the philosophers
have been busy since the beginning of time with the prob-
lem of separating truth from opinionwarranted asserti-
bility fronLmere assertion. While they have clone a great
deal to claiify the problem, there pre i-ot too many in-
stances in which they have come up with widely understood
and accepted rules to guide the seeker of reality. Among
these are the rules of logic'and the canons of scientific in-
vestigation. Far down among the latter the convention
that a difference may be accept6d as real (as caused by
something other than the vagaries of the measuring instru-
ment) only if it is twice as great as the standard error of
the instrument in measuring difference's, and preferably
2.6 times as great. That sort of ground-rule for conducting
an inquiry into the truth about education would have inter-
ested Plato, and he would probably have approved of it,
since he was a good mathematician himself and regarded
mathematics as a basic discipline for anyone seriously in-
terested in the search for reality.

A few disgraceful members of the teaching profession
may wonder why anyone should haVe any trouble discover-
ing what is real about education. What is real about it, they
will tell you, is the sweat, the smell, the noise, the trouble
with discipline, the overcrowded classes, the low pay, and
so on. If anyone professes to find reality in education by,
the process of computing standard errors of differences,
they will hoot with derision. We might agree that these are
some of the unpleasant realities in the foli of educating as
it is now conducted, but we are not interested in them; we
want to find out what is real in the process of educating:
that is, in assisting the growth of the mind (not just in gen-
eral but in specified dimensions, such as in spelling, in



arithmetic, in reacting comprehension, and so. on up o the
appreciation'of-Hainlet). If we looked for such growth amid
the noise and-smells of the classroom of the nnb'e
we mighe'find none at all. Who, then. is overlookiug the:
°reality: the measurer who 'does not care about_ the noise;
or the realist, who does not care about education? Both
ignore certain aspects of reality. butAtie part that- the real.
ist'excludes from consideration seems to many level-headed
people far more important,

At another end of the spectrum are some very nice peo-
ple who find what is real in education in the light that is
in the eyes of the children, in the lilt of their voices. in the
cute things they say, and in the charm of their artist ic.pro-
ductions. They, also, would deplore the quest for nereality
that is certified by two standard errors. But they Would
also have to assent to the proposition that their job is not
limited to keeping students happy and creative; they have
to assist the growth of the mind; and it is their hypothesis
that happiness and creativity assist that growth better than
blood, sweat, and tears. Very well but that hypothesis re-
quires evidence. The evidence cannot he that the children
are in fact happy and creative. It must show that they
learn more than when they are unhappy and uncreative.
And to show that they learn morethere you have a differ-
ence, and it is good discipline in thinking about education
to refuse to recognize it as "real-unless itis at least twice
as greatas the:standard error in measuring. such differences.

The standard error of ,an,._averoge.- While 'the reader may
look upon this-headiag.glOomily as "more of 'the same," the
Pioper response to:it, ifj:he onlye , is !.`1-InPeebegiiislb
dawn," or "The United States'. are coming!"

He must haVe wondered bOW.he:'Could ever prove that
any distance beteen two education was real,
when tire fiyi 1.-Aile.weecinj,tired:nli.Vir In aPP reeia-
thin of Hamlet ir.Cornmon language,."atchrate,within
one inch," yet the mininmin. difference- we could certify as
real turned out to be 28. inches. Also, the standard error
of most classroom tests is about three raw:score.points, yet
the minimum difference between two scores that we could
certify as real (at the 5% level). was 81/2 points. At that
rate, all...A:hatwe, could assert abeutthe drstiiblifo-n of
scores on most classroom tests would be that most of the
students in the top, quarter of scores on this test were prob-
ably superior to most students in the bottom- quarter. We
could make no assertion with confidence about the scores of
the middle half of the class.

Al) of this is sac] but true; there is very little hope of
proving anything. in education with single measures. The
real hope lies in rc.tneated measurements: either testing
many students with each single measure, or testing the
same student with many 'different measures in the coitite
of the.year.' The reason is that the standard error of an
average is much smaller than the standard errors of the
scores that enter into it. With each additional case or meas-
ureethestandard,,eiror gets small.9i, until in practice it is
really not difficult to prove. that,soruu things work better
than others, 'or that some students. are superior to others
wi hrespect to any given objective,

ThewaY to, cenipttethe,Standard:error of a elass.aVerage.
is to: divide4he scores; by the

scivare'r66t
number -Of:StUdentS.'ilf ,yen, are averaging

anvt. ests the:sallie
ie:..the

esc ore-SCali e ) 'for.
ic;g1e the.!.!standardllel?g

sores tycf th.cituinuer o . e

general statement that takes in both c f these cases is that
the standard error of en average is the standard deviation.
of the merisures divided by the squat.< root of the number
of measures. If the number of measures is less than thirty.
yott are supposed to divide by the square root of one less
than "thc number of measures ( ifIST7-11) .

Now we have to find out what the 'standard deviation''
is and how to compute it. This is mom important than you
may think, for practically every other statistic that you
will ever compute has the "standard deviation" somewhere
in its. formula, It is like the recipe forrwhite sauce" in the
cookbooks. You may skip it on the ground .that you don't
care for white sauce and want to get (in to something more
exotic, but: you find that most of the recipes for other
sauces begin. "First make some white sauce. Then. . . .

There is a very simple way to find the standard devia-
tion, proposed by W. L. Jenkins of Lehigh University, that
will work well enough when you ar,- in a hurry and when
the distribution of scores is approximately "normal"=that
is. when it resembles the familiar "bell-shaped curve." Sulf-
tract the sum of the bottom sixth of scores from the sum of
the top sixth and divide by half the number of students
tested :

Sum of high sixth sum of low sixth
Standard deviation

lialf the number of students
;..-

e, Let us try this formula on the following distribution of .p
''scores on a test of ;10 items:

31 2 24 :1 17 2

3Q 1 23 .3 16 2

29 1 22 3 15 2'
28 1 21 5 14 2

27 2 20 3 1.3 1

26 2 19 3 12 1

25 2 18 3 11 1

There are 45 students, A sixth- of 45 is 7% 'students.
Ordinarily ixe would say "Forget ablout the half" or "Take
the. next higher--nuraher, hut here- hie" Idimula itself is an
approximatienf hence the numbers that go into it ought to
be as nearly accurate as we can manage. While there would-
be no way to take half of-the eighth student from the top,
we can jolly well take half of his gore. Hence we add the

. first seven 'scores clown from the ton and then add half of
the eighth score. The sum of these is 216.'Then we add the
seven scores from the bottom plug half the eighth score.
The sum of these is 102. Subtracting 102 from 21.6 gives us
114.

Now we have to divide 114 by half the number of stu-
dents, which: is 22.5. In the item-analysis, we left out that
half student; since it would have been impossible to get
half of him to sit with the highs and half with the lows.
Here there is no point in leaving him out, since it is almost
as easy to divide by 22.5 as it, is to divide by 22. The qui):
tient is 5.06,1which rounds to. 5 asi the nearest whole nuin-
her.the same'as:you would get: computing the standard
deviation by,orthedox procedures

Now,..the,Staudard.error of'the -average score on this test
is the standard. deviation by -the square root' of the
number of students (Since the .nnrrberjs above 30,
foree.Uabou(stakingone.lesjhanihe;nifinberiif students)..
The squaxv:roat.of.'45;.iNcIeliO rs ti:7 students (Don't
bother. to computert; look it.up;m ridable of squa,e, roots :) ''



The standard deviation, 5 divided by 6.7=50.00 divide 1 by
67=.75 (rounding tothe nearest hundredth).

Now you can see how the standard error of an ave age
compares with the standarderror of the scores that rater

into It. Since this was a test of .10 items, the stun hied
error of each score was approximately 3 raw-score po nts.
The standard error of the average of the class now t irns
out to be only three-quarters, of a point. This means but
the:chances are two out of three that the true averag of
the class on exactly this sof t of test at the present time lies
within .75 points of the average they got on this oeca-ion
21.06 you want to figure it out). The chances ore 2 to

1 that it lies within 1.5 points: that is, that the true ave age
lies between 19.56 and 22.56.

This ought to' show you why it is still possible to .find
things mit about echication by means of tests even tho ugh
the standard error of an individual score is quite large.
Most of the time you are not dealing with individuals but
with classes. You have not taught Handel in one way to
Susie and in another way to Joe, but you may well have
taught it in two differentways to two different classe4 of
approximately equal ability (for example, by using the
admirable Maynard Mack film in one class but not in the
other). The average scores of the two classes on the .4, me
test may very well tell 'you whether the film made -lily
average difference. Remember, ln, &ever, that you n ust
take the standard error of the difference between the two
averages rather than the standard error of either aver Igo.
This is.cofriputed exactly aslthe standard error of a direr -
once was computed on page 5: square the standard er ors
of the two averages,.:add them,-and take the square

Standard error of a difference between averages. ve-ghc uld
like to run through this procesS. once moje..-dsing n ore
Orthodok procedures, since there' are many situations in
whiCh the simple Jenkins fortntila--Will not work: C aief
among these is the situation the distribution of
scores doeS not loOk-tinvtitinglike_thenorniarhell-shaped
curve, as..ona.mastEry teStirt.Which most ofthe...scoreS are
within a .fewfionits Of.a.Perfect.sepre.-..Again, it is liar 1. to
apply tc),Ietter-grades, where the spread ii&scores is s1ery
smalh-Third, it may be difficult to apply, and entail large
random errors, -when the number of ineaSures-to be a er-

'aged is very Sthall. We shall take up this laSt ,case in the
example below,sinde it will serve to illuStrate the static ard

!,-:_.`.procedure with a minimum of niimbers.
1. The problem arose when. the writer and his friends were

(\,-.---niving in Chicaggand had a choice between the Pennyl.-
vania and the New York Central in getting to New Ykk.
Most of the men preferred the Central on the-ground that
it was smoother. Just to be ornery, the writer argued that
they were the victims of propaganda: they had been r4ad-
ing the slogan ',The Water- Le\'el Route You Can Sleep
for so many years that they had come to believe it. The
writer argued that there was no true difference in bumpi-
ness at all.

Since these were measurement men, they naturally east
about for same means of ,nmasuring bumpiness. One of
them found an empty bottle that had contained :-Aqua
Velva Shaving Lotion. It as' admirable .for:the purpese,w
since it was a square bottle that could be .field precisely
in one position on itsside, and itr had a narroW mouth
throughi1Jticji: water Wotil&,Sqiiirtratlier pOUr
every?'buMp. They filled, it, half, full,, of waterup AO the
Point at which jUst no more WohldspilL out Wheri;thei

.

bottle was laid. on its side. Then some tidy soul objected
that they ought.not to let the water mill. out on the floor
of the car, or the porter might interrupt the experiment.
This problem was solved wheh they got to Cleveland, which
has a toy shop in the terminal. They bought a toy balloon
and slipped it- over the mouth of the bottle to catch the
spilled water:

Then. when they all agreed that the train was going full
speed, they laid the ,bottle on its side on the window-ledge
of the car, pointing toward the aisle, so that it would make
no diffet'ence whether the train was going uphill or down,
hill. They left it there five minutes and then took II read-
ing to find out how much water had been displaced. (They
had marked off a scale. in millimeters on the side of the
label.) After half an hour, when the train again was going'
full speed, they took another reading. There was time for
only five readings before they went to bed. On the return
trip, they changed tickets to the Pennsylvania and took
five readings under exa-"y the same conditions. Since five
dollars was riding ad the outcome, they all.,checked every
measure to make sure that there was no-Mistake and noth-
ing unfair ahout the reading..

It turned out that the Central displaced an average of 9
millimeters of water per reading while the Pennsy dis-
placed 14. This would hayezbeen.enough for the average
bet, but these were measurement men, so they :insisted that
the differencehe significant at At,0.5%,10,00 better before
the bet would-be paid. They quickly perforMed:the neces-
sary cajculations on the back of an. erWelOpeand found
that-thedifference Was significant flAr:heyontFthe level.
Hence there was, less than. one chance in i-tliilndred that

.

further readirigs, no mtittor.,,i:jii Many times` repeated,
would finally average out icia Verdict of "nci4eal:
enee. I-Tow did they tigure.it?,;

The beck of the enveloPOOOked more or [ess -like "this:

Centryl

Score I d fil
12 1

75
:; p

11 0 2 (1 0
10 1 I 1 \1
9 I 0 0 b

8 ,. I -I I

7 0 2 0 0

:15, 1 -3 -:3 9

N =5., 20. IN'

f d fit'
17 1 3 3

IC 0 2 0 0
15 1 1 1 1

1,1 t 0 0

13 1 -1 1

12 0 -2 0 0

11 1 -3 -3
N =5. 20, :f.fd2

20 = I. %/4 = 2, S.D. or .
20 = = 2, S.D. or a

5.

= =
VN -1

2
=

V5 - 1

2

v.1

2
=

2
= 1..standard error of each average

= /[24,12 = = I. t, the standard err,* of the deprvneer:

Of course, there is quite a lot to explain here, but the
actual operation's are as simple as falling off a log. After
each score, you -put' down how many times it occurred
under f (frequency). Here none of the stores' occurred
more than Orice,;and2StOres:Oril and7 . onthegentral and
et:16 And 12.!onAhe ;PerirSYdid:..fidt666.ir at '611:,.lint we,
litive-ehteretKhein as *0.'tir make` at clearer what eye' are
doing-iMthecOliriprilieaded Noticethehuni )ers.un er
thirilicithiailrotidsitheYfiTO'3;2;.1, 0; 21.',,4, =3:j'What daeS
that' loOk".'like? leekSf:likeilieSe ruirribers tell ..hOW far-



away each score is,, from the middle score: That is why the
column is headed d, standing for "deViations." The middle
score does not deviato at all from itself, so its deviation is
0, and is so entered. You can always fill out the ?'d" column
quite automatically, simply numbering up and 'down from
the middle score: The next Column is headed "fd," and
what does that suggest from your memories of algebra? It
suggests that you multiply each f by the corresponding d
to get fulz and that. is precisely what you do: You multiply
the second column by the third to get the fourth.. Then
what does ft!' suggest.? It suggests -that if you multiply the
third column by the fourth, you will get the fifthsince
dx fd=frh. Notice that wherever 'a zero enters into the
multiplication, the product. is zero, and notice that when
you multiply two negative numbers together, as in columns
three and four, the product is positive, as in column five.
You add all those products in column five and write the)

bottomthe ottom of the column. The rather odd symbol
annexed to it, is the Greek capital S, and simply means

0"sum of." You divide this sutn,'20, by the number of meas-
ures, 5,- and get 4, the average squared deviation. The
square root of 4=2, which is the "standard deviation" of
the scores for both the-Central and the Pennsy, computed
by orti4dox and standard; procedures that you Can apply
(with :a .little practice) to any distribution of test seines.
FM- practice, you might apply it to the, distribution of
scores on page 7. The .sum the squared deviations

that caseeshould come:out.to,.1 129.;Diyiding- by
N ,:45, you ,,et 25;eand, the scuare..root of that is,
sane a, s -in the shorter JthikinS nietheid.

The two lines of figures7b-ett the- ,point at, which we
foundthe "St'aii-darddeViatioris;',.61., thalwo ptiiroadSSheuld
by now iterritary that '.vehaVe I t Ve'rsedl.or' toot.
It will be good ,disciaine."foryott to,:reed cvery sirrihot- in
these Iwo tines and :Matte sure that on knOW why .jt- is
there. In he firSt,of -These .,AirteS,'beginnim; Witiut ;does:
the::-.:S.E. stark-Fier? "Stain:aril trior." of cm irse, ns- is writ.. ...
ten out at.the end:'nf..tbe line.What. kind of :-,tutdriiri error.
is it?:The.staridard.erfor of an overage of five ic:ores.:Whiell
means that we can uset.the .forinola; standard eviction of
the measures divided by the square root o ne less than
the number of measures (page ave 'fauna that
the standard deviation of this measures is 2 (for both
railroads). The number of. me suresin each case is 5. One
less than this number is 4. sql.tare,-root of 4 is 2. Renee
the standard error of each average is .2 over 2, which. is 1..
See whether you can4read all this in the single. line of
figures that begins "S.E."

Then, in the lastline, S.E.,u(r. pretty obviously stands
for the standard errorof the difference between these two
averages: the square root of the sum of squares of the two
separate standard errors. Since both have a standard error
of 1, the square is also 1, and the sum of the two squares
is 2. The square root of 2 (look it.upl) is 11.4. The least that
the two averages can differ, :Therefore, and have us certify
it as a realdifference at 1;1)e:570 level; is 2.8 .points (milli-
Meters): If they differ by niore than points. (2:6 times
the standard error: of,.the..differenee);:we can' oertify it .as
"!signifiaantatjhe-,1% level'.':,' Since: the nc.lual :.difference
between the two averages WirS';',5 -Pointh.:-it is obVioOSly: far
add .away beyond the 1%..l'avel: there is ar less than. one
chance. in,a hundred Iltatthe obtained difterence-t3etWeen.iheAWaaverages was a fluke.11cnce the measurers Alt ;no
corninitsiOn to stay ,up -;111 night on all subsequentAriPs.
oetWeenelticrigo:andr.NewYork: mertstiring the huraeiness

of the two roads over every mile of roadbed. They had
enough confidence in their statisticat,theory to realize that
such effort would be wasted. There Was considerably less
than one chance in a hundred that any subsequent meas-
urement of the same sort would eve upset the general
verdict that "the Pennsy is bumpier than the Central be-
tween Chicago and New :York."

Obviously such ticonclusion would make the,puhlic rela-
tions officers of -the Pennsy apoplectic with rage, and they
might be tempted to spend fifty thousand dollars building,
some kind of go-cart to trail behind, their trains in order. to .

measure bumpiness with greater precision. But the whole
theory of measurement suggests that such an investment
would he unwise. When a difference gets out beyond the
1% level with even crude but fair measures, it is highly
unlikely that refinement of the measures will show a true
difference in the opposite direction.

We are now in a better position to appreciate what a
"standard deviation" is..ft is a kind of average of how far
the scores are spread out from the aniddle score, or Mean.
One standard deviation above and one standard deviation
below. the mean will enclose two-thirds of the scores if the
distribution is normal. Two above and two below will en- 0

close 95% of the scores. This sounds exactly like thestan-
darff errorand, in fact, the two have the same' 1111g,iS in
statistical theory. ,But notice that the Standard--'erreteni
closed hypothetical scores: theAimitS Within which scores

. might jiyHmITe chillice in the Selection of items if the
-same, student; -were given' cut ititiyiite;nUrabcr of parallel

. forMS (WittOnfilearnintanything or. fingetting anything).
The Standard deviatiOnenclOsesthe actual ,scores Made: by
.1 given efaSs. any One adininiStratien of the teSt or in
this case, the actual scores ,unade :by two different SubiectS

. in five:aclni i»ist rations:of 1.14-ame-tesl.
It wolh remembering that the Standard deyintion will

usuallY lie betWeen 10%,and number of items
in the test ;ektutpljn-rnastetestS:in which meSt,:studeOts,
c(.4111! r I:tie to a perfect SCOre,
;nit Ii!:vo tfieriake a, quick guess, probably the Stifest.guess..
for most teacher2.made tests:(excePt mastery: tests) is that
the standard deviation will be 15% of the number of items
in the test: .

Since the .actual Scores made by a class will ordinarily
spread out farther than the hypothetical sccires that any
'individual 'might .make on parallel forms, we must exp`ret
the stand. -rd deviation to be larger than the standard error
of an individual test score. (This is, in fact, what we found
for the distribution of scores printed on page 7. The stan-
dard deviation of these scores was 5. raw-score points; the
standard error of any individual score Within this. distribu-
tion was approximately 3 raW-score points; the 'standard
error of a difference between any.two of these scores Was
41/1 points; and the standard error of the elass average on
this test was only, .75 of one raw-score point. These figures
will give you an .idea of the relative order of size of the
quantities we have been talking about up to this, point.

Reliability

Test,reliability;,We are now in a position to compute the
reliability cif ;objective tests tit which 'all items Lre given
equal ;weight:. It. will take approximately -two minutesnfter
yea knoW the, :itanclarthdevittlion. Of -the' sliorteal formula

.

for the stutda tyl Ilevia I hitt escapes your mernor3;:,3ou',..wili-'



find it on page 7-7-but that one you ought to I aril by
heart.) The reliability of the test depends on ist three
quantities: the number of items, the standar1 deviation,
and the mearr (average), If we use n for 1111 )er of items
(not number of Ltudents, remember!). s f r the standard
deviation, and M for the mean, the form a for computing
the reliability of a test: is the following:

IVI Al)
re1.=1 (Kuder-Ric arcison Formula 21)

ns'

number of items w .. , ant. o the number of .items minus
In the scores printed m p, "fie 7, the mean was 21. the

the mean , 9. 21 x 197/99. In the denominator, n was
40 and he square of theAandard deviation was 25. 40x25
= 1,000. Rounding a bite we get 400 over 1,000 or .4. Then
-do not forget this we subtract .4 from 1 and get .6 (or
.60, if that looks uf}ore familiar) as the reliability of the
test.

If even this ouch computation leaves you. cold, you can
find the ap oximate reliability of most. of your tests in
one of th following tables. If the average score on your
test is between 70% and 90% correct, use the first table.
If it "6etween 50% and 70% correct, i.se the second table.
Th i compute the standard deviation of your test by the
sbbrteut formula on page 7. If the standard deviation.
(labeled S.D. in the tables) is nearest to 10% of the items,
use line 1; 105%, use line 2: if 20% (which happens very
rarely),,use line 3. If you have to guess, use line 2..Then
choose the column that is nearest to the number of items
in your test. The figure at the intersection of this .row and
column will be the approximate reliability of your test. ..

approximate Reliability of Easy Tests (average 70% to 90% correct)

60\ 70 80 90 100
.75 !..78 .81 .83 '.85
.90 .91 ,.92 .93 .94
.95 .96 .96 .97 .97

Number of items (n) 20 .30 40 50

If S.D. is .10n
If S.D.
If S.D. is .20n

.21

.84

.48

.80

.90

.62

.84

.92.,

.69

.88

.94

Approximate Reliability of Hard Tests (average 50% to 70% correct)

Number of items (n) 20 30 40 50 GO 70 80 90 100

If S.D. is .10n .

`\ If S.D. is .15n
If S.D. is .20n .14

.21

.6,7

.83

.41

.75

.87

.53.

.80

.90

.61

.84

.92

.66

.86

.93

.71

.88

.94

.74

.89

.94

.77

.90

.95

These reliability coefficients ',are conServative. estimates
of the correlation you would get if you administered two
parallel forms of the test so closely' together that no learn-
ing took place between them and compued the correlation
between the two sets of scores. In simpler terms, test relia-
bility is an estimate of how close you Would come to the
same ,set of scores if you gave a parallel form of the "test.
It is not a percent and should never be referred to as "a
reliability of 60%," or "6070-reliable."

Note the decisive effect of the standard 'deviation=
because it is in the denominator of the reliability formula
and squared. A large number in the denominator at this
point will make a smaller quantity to be subtracted from
1 and hence leave a larger reliability. The number of items,
n, also hi. the denominator, has a similar effect. The loca-
tion of the mean, 11.1, in the numerator may seem to give
an advantage to easy tests, but this is more than offset by
the fact that such .tests gene'rally have a smaller standard
deviation.
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We are often asked what level of reliability is satisfac-
tory The answer has to be "whatever you can get in a
given field within given time limits." Test publishers have
traditionally not been satisfied with reliabilities less than
.90. but teacher-made tests must usually settle for less.
Over 300 teachers have attended the writer's classes in
measurement, and most of these have produced tests and
tried them ourin their own classes. Most of those that the
writer regarded as good, usable/tests achieved reliabilities
between .60 and .80. If we wanted a test to be highly
reliable to serve as a final examination, we usually found
that it took two clasS periods and had to be administered
on two successive days: Part. I on Thursday, for example,
and Part II on Friday.

It is good to comPUte these reliabilities routinely because
they take only about two minutes apiece and flash a warn-.
ing signal when the reliability dips so low (as a rough
rule-ofthumb, below .60) that the scores are hardly worth
recording. They will also set you up in the eyes of yoUr
colleagues as a man of science, since one of the few terms
they have heard about is "reliability." They vaguely believe
that. it takes Nrast, erudition and possibly an electronic com-
puter to compute reliability, and they will be greatly, im-
pressed if you can do it In two minutes for any of your
tests on the back of an envelope. Still, you must not let,
them go away with the idea that reliabiiity is the only
virtue in a test.. The easiest way to achieve it would be
to ask a large number of petty factual questions in a. form
that could be answered very rapidly, so that you might get
100 answers fron. each student Within one class period.
They would.probahly hit a reliability of .90, and since the
brighter and better students would probably., get higher
scores than the duland lazy,, the scpresrnight have quite

. a respectable correlation with your grades. Still, you would
know, your colleagues would know, and your students
would know that it was a Ionsy,test. The thing to do, there-
fore; is to make the best test yoU,cifn Within.the time-limits
you have available and then compute the reliability. If it is
unsatisfactory, it only. means that you need more items to
work up to a stable score; hence make another test. The
following formula will tell you how many times to lengthen
the test to get up to any desired reliability:

(The reliability you. want) X (1-the reliability you got)
(The reliability you got) x (1-the reliability You want)

If you want .90 and got .60 with your first test, this becomes:

.90 x (1-.60) .90 x .40 .3600
.60 x (1-.90) .60 x .10 .0600'

6 (times longer)

Thus, it takes 6 tests with a reliability of .60 to work up to
a reliability of .90. Also; it takes 3 tests with a reliability
of .75 to work up to a reliability of .90. Either of these is
entirely feasible if you have the students for if semester or
for a year. Simply make"up more tests of the same ability.

This formula seems inconsistent with the effect of the
standard deviation-the spread of scores-on reliability,
and to make reliability entirely a function of the number
of items in the test. The supposed inconsistency can he
straightened out as follows. Suppose you haVe just given a
test on appreciation of Hamlet to your Advanced Place=
ment Class' bf superior students, and its reliability with this
class turns out to he .60. That means that if you gave
another test of the same kind to the same class tomorrow,
quite a few students would change position enough.to affect



their grade. There are two ways in which you could
increase this reliability. One would he to go across the hall
and admjnister the same test to a regular. unselectedefass
that hatti everybody in it from geniuses to morons. The
reliabilitY over 'there might well go up to .90, since these
people differed sec widely in ability that another test pi the
same kind would not shift the rank-order of very many
students. This t ne test would be soilicient to give that
class reliable gra la's on Hainiee "But," you would properly
argite,' "I am iv t. responsible for the grades of the class
across the hall. 1 tun responsible for the grades of this
particular class; and 1 want them to be sufficiently reliable
so that ore more test. would not shift them in very many
instances." Hence you apply the foregoing formula and
find out that you would have to give six tests of this kind
to this particular class during the unit. on Hatnict to gel
their scores IM to a reliability of .90. The formula applies
only to the sort of group that you have just tested, and it
assumes that the range of ability within this group is not
going to change appreciably during those six tests. For this

reisr.,n, the reliability can he predicted on the basis of
number of items alone. assuming that: the true standard

. deviation within this group is going to remain constant.
We Must not forget the leSson of our first section: that

reliability can be increased (per unit of testing time) by.
dropping or touching up items that proVed to Ito too hard.

too easy. or non-discriminating. This, also, is not inconsis-
tent with the formula for lengthening the test. That
formula merely says, "Given the kinds of items You have
now, it will take X times more items to-boost reliability to
.90." But if you drop hopeless items and improve others,

.the desired reliability may well be attained with fewer
items than the formula predicts.

Correlation

Correlation. This is the other magic word from the art and
mystery of testing. If you can do both reliabilities and
correlations and come up with results within five minutes,
your colleagues will regard you as another Einstein. Actu-
ally, any. moderately bright eighth grader who has been
getting B's in arithmetic can learn how to do the simpler'
kind of correlation in about fifteen minutes, and it should
not take him longer tin five minutes to compute one for
a class of average size.

Here's how to do it: find the percentage of students who
stood in the top half of the group on bath measures you
are correlating and look up the correlation (r) correspond -
in to this percentage in the following table:

r r r

15 .95 ,37 .69 29 .25 21 -.25 1:3 -.69
28 .19 20 -.31 12 -.73-4s .05

43 .91 35 .60 27 .13 37 11

,12 ,88 34 .55 26 .07 18 -:d3 10

41 33 .49 25 .00 17 -.49 9 -.85

'10 .81 .32 .3 2.1 -,07 16 -.55 8 -.811

39 .77 31' .37 23' -.13 15 -.60 7 -.91
38. .73 30 '.31 22 -.19 14 -.65 6 -.9:3

These are called "tetrachoric correlations, '!. while the
more common but more difficult kind are called "product:
'moment correlations.!' They mean the same thing, in the
sense that the tetrachoric yields a fairly accurate estimate

of the correlation that you would get. by the product-
moment method. Tetrachorics are perfectly respectable and
are often used in educational research, but you' can see
that they art' not vet.), precise, since a difference of 1%
can make a differenee as great as .07 in the correlation.
However, the reliability of the data that teachers usually
have to work with and the relatively small numbers of
students involved usually do not. j moreore precise
methodf, ef computation. The best you can hope to get. by
any method is a rough idea of the general order of mag-
nitude of the refationship..

Since even 1";., of the students can make so much differ-
(91C0 in the correlatimi, it is important to use a standard.
uniform method of counting how many students stood in
the top half on each measure. We trust that you know hoW
to find the middle score. on each measure. List the scores
on each measure from highest to lowest and put a tally
after each scrim for each student:who made it. After all
the scores have been tallied, count down the tallies le half
the number of students in the group. The score at Which
this middle tally falls is the middle scure.

You will ordinarily have the students listed in alphabetical
order. and after each name you will have the two scores
that you are correlating.. After you have found the. middle
score on each measure, go down the list and put a check
after each score that stands above the middle score on that
measure: a -straight line after each score that stands at
the middliscore. Do this separately for each of the two
measures.

Then, iE you need three more students with middle
scores on Measure A to take in half .of the group, put a .
check through the first three straight lines on Measure A
that yOu come to in alphabetical :order. If you. need
more students with middle scares on Measure B, put a
check through the first five straight lines. after the scares
on that measure. Then count how many students have two
checks after their names. Turn this number into a percent
by dividing it by the total number of students (not hy_the

a e
number in the top half). Look up this percebt in the fore-
going table. The decimal -corresponding to it will be the
correlation between the two measures.

ft is not necessary for the two measures to beAn any-
' ing like the same scale. Kis-perfectly valid, for example.
to correlate height in inches with weight in pounds;. -or

on an objective test that run from 200 to 800 with
scores on an essay that run from 1 to 9. All that is neees.-
sloe, is to count how many students stood in the top half
of this same group on both measures.

It is impossible and 'Meaningless, however, to correlate
the scores of two diFerent groups on the same measure:'
for example. to correlate the scores of the boys with those
of the girls. You start with a single list of names, each of
which has two scores after it. Then you can correlate the
first set of scores with the second set cf scores. But if you
have two separate' lists of names, each with a single score
after it. there is no way-to count how many students who
stood high on the first. measure also stood high on the
second. There is only one measure.

Teachers often speak loosely of "correlating" one class
with ano when they really mean "comparing." They
use the longer term only because it sounds more scientific
to them.; but to anyone who knows what a correlation
means, it is the most flagrant of boners There is no way,
to correlate two gioups of students on the same measure;



one can only correlate two sets of measures on the same
students. To compare the performance of two groups of
students on the same test or other measure, you compare
their averages, and if you want to find out whether the
averages were "really" different. you compote the standard
errors of these averages and then the standard error of the
difference. as we explained on pages 7-9.

The general meaning of correlation may he remembered
this way. A positive correlation means that the higher a
student stood on one measure, the higher he stood on the
other. A negative correlation means that the higher he
stood on one measure, the lower he stood on the other.
(We often get such correlations: for example, between
number of errors in a composition and teacher -' grades on
those compositiOns.) A zero or near-zero correlation
(roughly from .25 to -.25) means that a student who stood
high on one measure might stand anywhere at all on the
other (for example, the correlation between height and

The topic of correlation is closely related to the preced-
ing topic of reliability, because often the only way of com-
puting the reliability of a test is to give two tests of the
same ability and correlate the two sets of scores. This is
true of (a) essay tests and (b) tests in which the items
receive different numbers of points. The Kuder-Richardson
Formula 21 given on page 10 will work only for objective
tests in which all items are scored either 1 or 0: that is,
as either right or not-right (wrongs and omits counting
equally as not-right). It is also true (although this principle
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is often violated) of test; in which more than 20% of the
students were unable to finish: that is, of speeded tests..-
Speed spuriously increases fo an extent that. if
the. less able students were able to finish only liaif the f6§.t;,
it would be almost impossible to get a low reliability. Yet
sometimes it is'appropriate and necessary to give a speeded

Jest. In such case. the only fair, acceptable way to esti .

mate reliability is to give two tests of the same sort and
compute tiol correlation between the two sett of scores.

Sometimes teachers cheat themselves by securing two
essays. each graded independently. for their final examina-
tion; by correlating grades on the first set of essays with
grades on the second set; and by calling that correlation
the reliability of the examinat:ln. It is not: it, is the reli-
ability of one essay. If you use the sum or average of both
essay grades as the grade for the examination, its reliability
is twice the correlation divided by one plus the correlation.
For example. if the correlation is .60,

2 x .60 1.20 12_9
rel. = = .75

+ .60 1.60 16 3

This is called the "Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula."
Another form of it appears on page 10. It should also be
used whenever you are computing reliabilities by the old
method of correlating scores on even-numbered items with
scores on odd-numbered items. The correlation you get is
the reliability of half the test. To get the reliability of the
whole test, do as above: double the correlation and divide
by one plus that correlation.
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